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Pavtube FLV Converter for Mac is a great tool to edit and convert any FLV and F4V from
YouTube, Hulu, Fox, NBC, MySpace, Metacafe, Dailymotion for Mac users to be enjoyed with
portable devices like iPod, iPhone, Blackberry, Cell Phones, etc. on the go. It highlights with
its powerful edit options, faster conversion speed, advanced audio and video sync
technology, built-in codec, and so on.

Key  Features

Two-in-one web video tool
The program is a two-in-one program: a powerful editor and a fast converter for FLV and F4V.

Faster conversion speed
You can enjoy a faster conversion speed with optimized converter in less time.\

Audio and video sync technology
The program adopted advanced audio and video sync technology; never let you troubled by
the audio and video issues.

Built-in codec
Its built-in codec will not install any codec on your computer, so as to avoid the unexpected
codec problem.

Different watermark types
This program supports to add different watermark types, including text, image (including GIF),
and video watermark to the MOD. With its video watermark functions, you can add a picture-
to-picture effect to your video.

Special video effects
If you like, you can adjust the video brightness, contrast, saturation, or add special effects like
simple laplacian sharpen, gray, flip color, invert, aged film to have a fun. Meanwhile, you can
check deinterlacing to get better video quality.

Capture the snapshot images
You can capture the snapshots images as your wallpaper or editing elements if you like.

Other customization options like Trim, Crop, Merge, Replace audio
The program’s editor section allows you to get any video length you want with Trim, just drag
the process bar to the trim points; cut off the black edges and unwanted video area easily
with Crop; merge many videos into a signal one; replace the original audio even adjust audio
volume.
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 SystemRequirements

1GHzorabovePowerPCG4/G5orIntelprocessor.
MacOSX(includingMacOSX10.4Tiger,v10.5Leopardandv10.6SnowLeopard)oniMac,M
acBook,MacPro,etc.
512MBphysicalRAM(memory)ormore.
1024*768orhigherresolutiondisplay.
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